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From Fixed Robotics to Mobile Robotics
Definition
A mobile robot is an automatic machine able to move in the surrounding
environment, either autonomously or teleoperated by humans.
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Towards Mobile Robotics
Fixed Robotics
It mimics the humans upper limbs
functionality to perform advanced
manipulation operations.
Mobile Robotics
It mimics the animals locomotion and
studies the problems arising from the
complex kinematic characteristics.
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Industrial Robotics
Since the 70s, the first industrial robots start appearing
Used to replace humans in dangerous or simple and repetitive tasks
Such robots were designed to perform on site tasks
Workplaces began to be shaped according to the needs of robots
control (structured environments)
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Goliath & Teletank
First mobile robots started
appearing in 1940
Goliath
Cable driven
Electric Actuations
Teletank
Teleoperated tank
Distance of operation about 500 m
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Potential Applications
Indoor Applications
Cleaning of large environments
Service Robotics (museums, shops, etc..)
Domestic surveillance of buildings
Merchandise storage in automated warehouses
Outdoor Applications
Militar Applications
Mine Clearance
Space and underwater exploration
Civil protection and forests monitoring
Automated agriculture
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Example: AGV in Automated Plants
Automatic Guided Vehicle (AGV) Electric 80
Used for the management of production line end
They carry the pallets of stored products from the warehouse to the
trucks loading spots
Up to 30 AGV simultaneously circulating in the same plant
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Merchandise Storage in Automated Warehouses
AGV in Automated Plants
Loading Clip...
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Merchandise Storage in Automated Warehouses
AGV: Safety for Human Operators
Loading Clip...
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Merchandise Storage in Automated Warehouses
AGV and Automated Warehouses
Loading Clip...
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Service Robotics: Hospital Adhibition
Helpmate Robot
used in hospitals for the transport of
medicines and sanitary material
it perceives the hospital as a group of
stations connected by a network of
corridors, intersections, and elevators
on-board computer for controlling
elevators through infrared transceivers
kinematic model unicycle-type with
four extra wheels for static stability
equipped with range sensors (sonar)
and touch sensitive sensors for
obstacles avoidance and position /
orientation
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Robotics in Unstructured Environments
Underwater Robotics
used in underwater archeology
shipwrecks retrieving (Titanic)
structures inspection
water monitoring in deep sea
Space Robotics
created since 1965
highly autonomous
able to work without supervision
equipped with highly redundant sensors
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Agricultural Robotics
Mobile robots designed to automate agricultural operations
Structured environments (ad-hoc orchards)
Colors recognition to tell when a fruit is ripe, fertilizers and
pesticides management algorithms, cleaning, collection..
2016/17 industry boom expected
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Aerial Robotics
AIRobots Project : UAV Unibo
European project in which the
University of Bologna was strongly
involved (CASY lab) along with several
European partners (universities and
companies).
Project goal: develop a new generation
of autonomous Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAV) supporting human
beings.
Wide variety of applications:
buildings and big infrastructures
inspection (eg. dikes, nuclear plants)
data collection
aerial remote telemanipulation
disasters
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Aerial Robotics
AIRobots Project: Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV)
(Loading airobots.mp4)
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Aerial Robotics
Fixed-wing aerial robots: X-47B U.S. ARMY
(Loading x47b.mov)
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Aerial Robotics
Cooperative Quadcopter: ETH Zurich
(Loading ETHquadcopter.mp4)
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Hostile Environments
Pioneer Robot
Designed by Stanford University
Chosen to explore the Chernobyl
sarcophagus
Integrated sonar
Modular robot that allows the user to
mount:
robotic arm
gripper
RGB or RGB-D camera
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Principles of Locomotion
The roll is the more efficient principle for locomotion (on flat
surfaces), but is not present in nature.
The walk of a biped approximates the roll very well.
Swipe
Run
Walk
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Biped Walk
Approximates the roll.
Rolling of a polygon with sides
equal to the step of the person.
As more the step is short, as better
the roll is approximated.
Walking robots:
can better fit a variable
environment
are slow on flat surfaces
heavily over-actuated
The robot with wheels/tracks:
are faster on flat surfaces
not very adaptive Alberto Pepe Introduction to Mobile Robotics
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Principles of Locomotion
(Loading PETMAN Prototype.avi)
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Principles of Locomotion
(Loading locomotion.avi)
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Mobile Robots Modeling
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Wheeled Mobile Robots - WMR
The wheel is the most suitable solution for many applications from
the mechanical point of view
Three wheels are sufficient to guarantee the static stability of the
vehicle
What wheels to use? How many wheels to use?
Fixed wheel
Castor wheel
Centered-adjustable wheel
Swedish wheel
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WMR: Swedish Wheel
They are based on the idea to take
advantage of the friction also transversely
to the direction of the wheel’s motion
(KUKA omni wheels.avi)
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WMR: Swedish Wheel
(Loading Airtrax Omni Directional Drive.avi)
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Two wheels
Three wheels
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WMR: Possible Configurations
Lego inverted pendulum
(Loading Lego Segway.avi)
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Four wheels
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Six wheels: Shrimp Rover
(Loading Shrimp rover.avi)
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Six wheels: NASA ATHLETE Vehicle
(Loading NASA ATHLETE.avi)
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Six wheels: NASA ATHLETE Vehicle
(Loading NASA ATHLETE 1.avi)
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Six wheels: NASA ATHLETE Vehicle
(Loading NASA ATHLETE 2.avi)
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Configurations Space
It has dimensions equal to the number of parameters needed to
uniquely describe the configuration of a mobile robot.
Heavily dependent on the structure of the considered robot.
Equivalent to the Joint Space for manipulators.
Unicycle
q = [xr , yr , θr ]
T ∈ R3
Bicycle
q = [xr , yr , θr , φr ]
T ∈ R4
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Constraints
Definition
A constraint is any condition imposed to a material system that prevents
it to assume a generic position and/or act of motion.
Definition
A material system is subject to holonomic constraints if finite relations
between the coordinates of the system are present (position constraints)
or if differentiable/integrable relations between the coordinates of the
system are present.
Definition
A constraint is said non-holonomic if the differential relation between the
coordinates is not reducible to finite form.
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Non-Holonomic Constraints
Simplifying assumption: Each wheel rolls without slipping.
Each wheel introduces in the system a non-holonomic constraint
since it does not allow normal translations to the rolling direction.
The wheel constraints the instant robot mobility, without typically
reducing the configuration space (eg: parking parallel).
Without constraints: x˙ = vt cos θ + vn cos
(
θ +
pi
2
)
y˙ = vt sin θ + vn sin
(
θ +
pi
2
)
Since there is no slipping in normal direction vn = 0 :{
x˙ = vt cos θ
y˙ = vt sin θ
⇔ tan θ = y˙
x˙
⇔
[
x˙ sin θ − y˙ cos θ = 0
Mobility contraint
]
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Constraints in Pfaffian Form
Constraint vector equation: a(q)q˙ = 0 (1 wheel).
Constraints matrix equation: A(q)q˙ = 0 (N wheels).
A constraint that can be written as A(q)q˙ = 0 is said Pfaffian
Constraint
Non-holonomic Contraint
It cannot be fully integrated
It cannot be written in the
configuration space
They do not restrict the space of
configurations but the instant robot
mobility.
Allowable speeds
They may be generated by a matrix
G (q) such that:
Im(G (q)) = Ker(A(q)), ∀q ∈ C
C = RN config.
space
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Holonomic or Non-holonomic constraint?
Integrability condition
Given the kinematic contraint in Pfaffian Form:
aT(q)q˙ =
∑n
j=1 aj(q)q˙j = 0
In order for it to be holonomic there must be a scalar function h(q) and
an integration factor γ(q) 6= 0 such that:
γ(q)aj(q) =
∂h(q)
∂qj
Schwarz Theorem: more useful in practice because it does not appear h(q)
∂(γak)
∂qj
=
∂(γaj)
∂qk
j , k = 1, ..., n, j 6= k (1)
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Kinematic model of a WMR
General formulation
q˙ = G (q)v
It represents the allowable directions of motion in the configuration
space (allowable velocities)
It binds speeds in the operational space with speeds in the
configuration space
It is required ti deal with common problems of mobile robotics:
Trajectory planning
Control (High level)
Robot localization
...
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Unicycle Model
Definition
A motorcycle is a vehicle with a single adjustable wheel
The configuration is described by q =
 xy
θ

Constraint: x˙ sin θ − y˙ cos θ = 0
Pfaffian Form: A(q)q˙ = 0 with:{
A(q) = [sin θ,− cos θ, 0]
q = [x , y , θ]T
Ker(A(q)) = span
 cos θsin θ
0
 ,
 00
1
 = Im(G(q))
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Unicycle Model
Unicycle Kinematic Model
q˙ =
 cos θsin θ
0
 v +
 00
1
ω =
 cos θ 0sin θ 0
0 1
[ v
ω
]
x
y
a
b
c
d
e
v : the linear velocity of the contact point between the wheel and the
ground and is equal to the product between angular velocity of the
wheel around its horizontal axis and the radius of the wheel
ω: angular velocity of the robot, equals to the angular velocity of
the wheel around the vertical axis
Control inputs
By acting on v and ω it is possible to modify the robot configuration
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Unicycle Model
The original unicycle has serious balancing problems in static
conditions
Equivalent and more stable kinematic structures are often preferred
Synchronized Drive Model
Adjustable parallel wheels
Same inputs [v , ω]T
[x , y , θ]T position of any chones
point of the robot, robot orientation
Differential Drive Model
Two wheels separately controlled
A passive wheel for static support
[x , y , θ]T position of the wheelbase
midpoint, robot orientation
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Unicycle Model: Differential Drive
Remarks
Most popular unicycle type (kinematically equivalent)
Two independent coaxial wheels
One or more passive castor wheels added for static
stability
It can rotate on the spot if ωR = −ωL are set
Khepera III
(K-Team, EPFL) Sbot (EPFL)
Sentinel (iRobot)
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Unicycle Model: Differential Drive
Defining

ωR = right wheel speed
ωL = left wheel speed
d = wheelbase
r = wheel radius
Model with inputs ωR , ωL[
v
ω
]
=
[
r
2
r
2
r
d − rd
] [
ωR
ωL
]
In the State Space
q˙ =
 x˙y˙
θ˙
 =
 cos θ 0sin θ 0
0 1
[ r2 r2
r
d − rd
] [
ωR
ωL
]
= r cos θ2 r cos θ2r sin θ
d
r sin θ
d
r
d − rd
[ ωR
ωL
]
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Bicycle Kinematic Model
Definition
A bicycle is a vehicle having a caster (adjustable wheel) and a fixed wheel
with their rotation axes perpendicular to the longitudinal plane.
The configuration is described
by:
q =

x
y
θ
φ

C = instantaneous center of
rotation
We consider only the case with
front-wheel drive
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Bicycle Kinematic Model
System subject to two constraints, one for each wheel.
{
x˙f sin (θr + φr )− y˙f cos (θr + φr ) = 0
x˙r sin (θr )− y˙r cos (θr ) = 0
The point (xf , yf ) represents the
Cartesian position of the contact
point between the front wheel and
the ground.
The points (xr , yr ), (xf , yf ) are related one to the other. Indeed:
xf = xr + L cos θr
yf = yr + L sin θr
xr = xf − L cos θr
yr = yf − L sin θr
x˙f sin (θr + φr )− y˙f cos (θr + φr ) = 0
⇓
x˙r sin (θr + φr )− y˙r cos (θr + φr )− Lθ˙r cosφr = 0
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Bicycle Kinematic Model
Then, the kinematic constraints of the bicycle are:{
x˙r sin (θr + φr )− y˙r cos (θr + φr )− θ˙r cosφr = 0
x˙r sin (θr )− y˙r cos (θr ) = 0
In Pfaffian form
A(q) =
[
sin θr − cos θr 0 0
sin(θr + φr ) − cos(θr + φr ) −L cosφr 0
]
Then:
Ker(A(q)) = span


cos θr cosφr
sin θr cosφr
1
L
sinφr
0
 ,

0
0
0
1
 ,
 = Im(G (q))
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Bicycle Kinematic Model
v : linear traction velocity
ω: angular velocity of the vehicle
q˙ =

cos θr cosφr
sin θr cosφr
1
L
sinφr
0
 v +

0
0
0
1
ω =

cos θr cosφr 0
sin θr cosφr 0
1
L
sinφr 0
0 1

[
v
ω
]
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Bicycle Kinematic Model
The bicycle has stability problems under static conditions
In practice kinematically equivalent structures but more stable from a
mechanical point of view are used. The most popular are:
Car-like model
Tricycle model
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Bicycle Kinematic Model
Tricycle
Two fixed wheels on the rear axle and a castor in
front of the vehicle
The fixed wheels are controlled by a single motor
which determines the traction. Another motor
controls the orientation of the front wheel
determining the steering
Car-Like
Two fixed wheels on the rear axle and two
casters on the front axle
The system is controlled by two motors. One
determines the drive (front or rear) and the other
the steering
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Bicycle Kinematic Model
Tricycle and car
Tricycle and car have the same kinematic model of the bicycle
The point (xr , yr ) is the midpoint of the rear axle
θr is the orientation of the vehicle
φ is the steering angle
v , ω They are the drive and the steering speeds
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Unicycle and Bicycle
The kinematic structure unicycle and bicycle are the most used and
widespread applications (especially industrial)
Other kinematic structures are used for particular applications
Kinematic models of more complex structures are obtained taking
into account the constraints introduced by each wheel
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Mobile Robots Control
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Elementary Motion Tasks
Point-to-Point Transfer (e.g parallel parking)
Initial Pose
Final Pose
Trajectory Following (no time constraints)
Initial Pose
Final Pose
Parameter s
WMR
Trajectory Tracking (with time constraints)
Initial Pose
Final Pose
Parameter t
WMR at instant of time t
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Control Scheme
+
-
Task
Planning
qref
High-Level Control
err
Control
Low-Level Control
u τAc
tu
at
io
n
Robot
Model
F
End
E"ector
En
vi
ro
n
m
en
t
q
proprioceptive , exteroceptive
sensors
Actuators (DC motors, step-by-step motors, ...)
End-Effector (general purpose tool, gripper, hand)
Sensors
Proprioceptive (encoder, gyro, ...)
Exteroceptive (bumpers, rangefinders (infrared, ultrasonic), laser,
vision (mono, stereo), ...)
Control
Low-level
High-level
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Low-Level Control
Control
Low-Level Control
u τAc
tu
at
io
n
Robot
Model
proprioceptive , exteroceptive
sensors
High-level
Control
Core Concepts
High-gain PI controllers control the robot’s motors so that the robot
moves according to the desired speed profile
The low-level control deals only with the robot actuators control
according to the high-level control instructions
If the gains are high enough, the low-level control makes the robot a
purely kinematic system
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High-Level Control
Core Concepts
It processes and computes the signals to send
to the low-level controller using data coming
from sensors
From its point of view, the robot behaves as a
purely kinematic system
For mobile robots, speed control signals are
used
+
-
Task
Planning
qref
High-Level Control
err
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Control of a WMR
Low-Level Control
Internal loop on the motors side for controlling the robot actuation
It is a simple PI for electric drives (linear systems)
It is not affected by the non-holonomic constraints introduced by the
wheels
Known and solved issues
High-Level Control
It defines the motion and the behavior of the robot based on the
task to be performed
It must consider the kinematic model
Subject to the constraints of the wheels
It has to control a nonlinear and complex system
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Planning
Planning for a WMR
Problem: determining a trajectory in the configuration space to take
the robot from a certain initial configuration to a final configuration,
both feasible
The initial and final configurations (boundary conditions) and any
point of the trajectory must be compatible with the kinematic
constraints of the robot
Definition
A trajectory is not feasible if it requires the robot to perform motion
incompatible with its kinematic constraints.
Example: unicycle can not have lateral
translational trajectories.
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Planning
Space-time separation of the trajectory
We want to plan a trajectory q(t) for t belongs to [ti , tf ] that take
the robot from an initial configuration q(ti ) = qi to a final
configuration q(tf ) = qf
We assume no obstacles
s(ti) = si s(tf) = sf
The trajectory q(t) can be decomposed in:
a path q(s), with
dq(s)
ds
6= 0,∀s
a motion law s = s(t), with si ≤ s ≤ sf ,
with
{
s(ti ) = si
s(tf ) = sf
s monotonic, i.e. s˙(t) ≥ 0
Typical choice for s is the curvilinear
abscissa along the path:
{
si = 0
sf = L
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Planning
Space-time separation of the trajectory q˙ =
dq
dt
=
dq
ds
s˙ = q′s˙
q′ has the direction of the tangent to the path in the configurations
space oriented for growing s
s˙ is a scalar which modulates the intensity
Form the Pfaffian form of the nonholonomic constraints we get the
feasability condition of the geometric path:{
A(q)q˙ = A(q)q′s˙ = 0
s˙ > 0, ∀t ∈ [ti , tf ]
⇓
A(q)q′
A feasable path is given by: q′ = G (q)u˜
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Planning
Geometric inputs u˜: determine the geometry path
Chosen u˜ feasable, we define the motion law s(t) to define how fast
the robot run across the path
Problem
How to combine the geometric path with known inputs u˜ and the motion
law in order to obtain the control inputs for the robot?
q =G(q)u
u = ?
q′ = G (q)u˜(s)
⇓
dq
ds
s˙ = G (q)u˜(s)s˙
⇓{
q˙ = G (q)u˜(s)s˙
q˙ = G (q)u(t)
⇓
u˜(s)s˙ = u(t)
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Planning
Example: unicycle
For the unicycle, the wheel’s nonholonomic constraints imply the
following feasibility condition for the geometric path:
[sin θ,− cos θ, 0] q′ = x ′ sin θ − y ′ cos θ = 0
The condition highlights the fact that the Cartesian speed must be
oriented along the direction of motion (no lateral slip)
The feasible paths for the unicycle are given by: x
′ = v˜ cos θ
y ′ = v˜ sin θ
θ′ = ω˜
The kinematic inputs are obtained from the geometric ones:{
v(t) = v˜ s˙
ω(t) = ω˜s˙
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Differential Flatness Planning
Definition
A generic nonlinear dynamic system:
x˙ = f (x) + g(x)u
has the property of differential flatness if there exists a set of outputs y ,
called flat, such that the system’s state x and input u can be expressed
algebraically as a function of y and a number of its derivatives
x = x(y , y˙ , y¨ , . . . , y (r))
u = u(y , y˙ , y¨ , . . . , y (r))
Once a trajectory for y over time has been determined, also the
trajectories of the state x and input u are known.
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Differential Flatness Planning
The Cartesian coordinates of unicycle and bicycle are flat outputs
Unicycle geometric model: x
′ = v˜ cos θ
y ′ = v˜ sin θ
θ′ = ω˜ xr
yr
vx
vy
v
θ
Orientation is given by the first derivative of the flat outputs:
θ = θ(x ′, y ′) = arctan(y ′/x ′) + kpi, con k = 0, 1
The two possible choices for θ depend on the fact that the same
path can be made forward (k = 0) or backward (k = 1)
If the initial orientation of the robot is assigned, then k = 0 ∨ k = 1
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Differential Flatness Planning
From the kinematic model of the robot, we obtain:
v˜(s) = ±√x ′(s)2 + y ′(s)2
ω˜(s) =
y ′′(s)x ′(s)− x ′′(s)y ′(s)
x ′(s)2 + y ′(s)2
Once defined the desired speed profile, we obtain:{
v(t) = v˜(s)s˙(t)
ω(t) = ω˜(s)s˙(t)
Where the sign of s˙(t) depends on the direction of travel chosen
The flat outputs are used to solve planning problems
It is possible to use any interpolation scheme to plan the evolution
of these outputs (respecting the boundary conditions)
The evolution of other associated variables and kinematic inputs can
be calculated algebraically from y(s)
The path will automatically satisfy the nonholonomic constraints
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Differential Flatness Planning
Problem: unicycle
Plan the trajectory to take the robot from an initial configuration
qi = [xi , yi , θi ] to a final configuration qf = [xf , yf , θf ]
Solution
Since x , y are flat outputs, they can be used to plan the trajectory
I suppose to parameterize the curve with a parameter s = [0, 1]
Let’s use a cubic polynomial:
x(s) = s3xf − (s − 1)3xi + αxs2(s − 1) + βxs(s − 1)2
y(s) = s3yf − (s − 1)3yi + αy s2(s − 1) + βy s(s − 1)2
that automatically satisfy the boundary conditions on x , y
x(0) = xi x(1) = xf
y(0) = yi y(1) = yf
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Differential Flatness Planning
Since the orientation depends on each point on the values of x ′, y ′, also
the boundary conditions on θ must be met:
x ′(0) = ki cos θi x ′(1) = kf cos θf
y ′(0) = ki sin θi y ′(1) = kf sin θf
ki > 0 e kf > 0 are free parameters of the same sign
They represent the initial and final geometric speed
They influence the type of path obtained
They are used to compute the values αx , αy , βx , βy . Let’s choose
ki = kf = k[
αx
αy
]
=
[
k cos θf − 3xf
k sin θf − 3yf
] [
βx
βy
]
=
[
k cos θi + 3xi
k sin θi + 3yi
]
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Differential Flatness Planning
Parallel Parking
qi = [0, 0, 0]
qf = [0,−5, 0] k = 10, k = 20, k = 30
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Differential Flatness Planning
Parking: qi =
[
5, 5, pi3
]T ⇒ qf = [0, 1, pi2 ]T
k = 10
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Motion Control
Problem
Given a trajectory or a desired configuration, design a control law that
leads the robot to the desired configuration or to follow the trajectory
(high-level control).
The problem of motion control for a mobile robot is faced using the
kinematic model
It is supposed that the kinematic inputs act straight on the
configuration variables
For the unicycle and bicycle the control inputs are v e ω
In most of the mobile robots it is not possible to straight impose the
drive torque on the wheels due to the presence of the low-level
control loop.
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Motion Control
Two different problems
Configuration regulation
The robot has to reach a desired configuration qd = [xd , yd , θd ]
T starting
from an initial configuration q0 = [x0, y0, θ0]
T .
Generic problem
Trajectory following and trajectory tracking
The robot must asymptotically perform a desired Cartesian trajectory
[xd(t), yd(t)]
T starting from an initial configuration q0 = [x0, y0, θ0]
T
which can or not be part of the trajectory:
Trajectory Following: depends on the parameter s (geometric spec.)
Trajectory Tracking: depends on time t (timing spec.)
Problem of practical interest
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Input-Output State Feedback Linearization - I-O SFL
Basic intuition
We define a point B outside the
wheels axle so that we can control
the point B which pulls the vehicle.{
xb = xr + b cos θr
yb = yr + b sin θr
, b 6= 0 X
xr xb x
y
yr
yb
b
θr
B
Benefit
The point B do not have
constraints, therefore can instantly
move in any direction (also laterally
with respect to the direction of
motion).
Decoupled inputs
We can define two inputs to control
vx,b and vy ,b{
x˙b = vx,b
y˙b = vy ,b
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Input-Output State Feedback Linearization - I-O SFL
{
x˙b = x˙r − b · ω sin θr = v cos θr − b · ω sin θr
y˙b = y˙r + b · ω cos θr = v sin θr + b · ω cos θr , b 6= 0
[
x˙b
y˙b
]
=
[
cos θr −b sin θr
sin θr b cos θr
] [
v
ω
]
= T (b, θr )
[
v
ω
]
We prove that for b 6= 0, det (T (b, θr )) 6= 0 the matrix
T (b, θr ) is always invertible X
xr xb x
y
yr
yb
b
θr
B
[
v
ω
]
= T (b, θr )
−1
[
x˙b
y˙b
]
=
[
cos θr sin θr
−1
b
sin θr
1
b
cos θr
] [
x˙b
y˙b
]
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Input-Output State Feedback Linearization - I-O SFL
From previous relations we get the following decoupled linear system on
the input-output channels:
x˙b = vx,b
y˙b = vy ,b
θ˙r =
1
b
(vy ,b cos θr − vx,b sin θr )
The x direction and the y direction of
the point B can be independently
controlled via the inputs vx,b and vy ,b
Given a trajectory (xd(·), yd(·)) to follow, we can build/find vx,b and vy ,b
guaranteeing the tracking by using these simple linear laws:
{
x˙b = vx,b = x˙d + K1 (xd − xb)
y˙b = vy ,b = y˙d + K2 (yd − yb)
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Input-Output State Feedback Linearization - I-O SFL
Dynamics of the error
Defining:
{
ex = xd − xb
ey = yd − yb ⇒
{
e˙x + K1ex = 0
e˙y + K2ey = 0
⇔
{
ex → 0
ey → 0
Inverse kinematics
Once found the inputs required for the point B, it is possible to find the
control inputs for the unicycle in order to move point B as desired.[
v
ω
]
=
[
cos θ sin θr
−1
b
sin θ
1
b
cos θr
] [
x˙b
y˙b
]
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Example I-O SFL
Squared trajectory tracking
(Loading square example.avi)
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Navigation
Interaction with the environment
Often a robot is required to move in unknown environments in which
fixed or mobile obstacles are present. The robot, through the use of
onboard sensors must recognize the position of the obstacles and avoid
them in order navigate safely (with no collisions).
qstart
qgoal
Problem of navigation
Given a starting and a ending configuration, find a collisions-free path to
take the robot from the starting configuration to the goal.
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Navigation: Braitenberg Algorithm
Basic intuition
Valentino Braitenberg (Bolzano, 1924). Neuropsychiatrist
A simple neural network processes sensors signals on the left and
right side of the robot and applies the result directly to the motors
Braitenberg, V. (1984) I veicoli pensanti. Saggio di psicologia
sintetica. Garzanti, Milano
Braitenberg, V. (1984) Vehicles: Experiments in synthetic
psychology. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.
+ +
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Braitenberg Algorithm
(Loading Braitenberg.avi)
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Navigation: Bug Algorithm
The bugs algorithms are based on the robot’s ability to perceive, through
appropriate exteroceptive sensors (bumpers, range finders), the presence
of an obstacle when they are very close or even when they are touching it.
Basic intuition
Move the robot in a straight line towards the goal. When it meets an
obstacle, make it circumnavigating it until it can again move straight
toward the goal.
Simplifying assumptions
Robot as a material point (no orientation control)
Robot equipped with a touch sensor
Robot knows, at each time instant, its position. Starting and arrival
points position also known
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Navigation: Bug Algorithm 1
The robot switches between two types of behavior
m-line: line connecting a generic leave-point with qgoal
Motion to Goal
From a leave-point, the robot moves along the m-line that connects the
leave point to the goal until it reaches the goal or meets an obstacle. If
the robot encounters an obstacle, the contact point is called hit-point,
and the behavior of the robot switches to the boundary following.
Boundary Following
From a hit-point, the robot circumnavigates the obstacle until it returns
to the hit-point. Then determines the closest point to the goal along the
perimeter of the obstacle and moves along the perimeter until it reaches
that point, called leave-point, then the behavior switches to the motion
to goal.
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Navigation: Bug Algorithm 1
Standard case
Initialization qL0 = qstart
Initially the robot is located in a
leave-point
qLi = leave-point i-th
qHi = hit-point i-th
Case with no solution
If the line connecting the leave-point i-th
with the goal, crosses the obstacle i-th, then
no path exists which allows to reach the goal.
In this case the algorithm reports no solution.
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Navigation: Bug Algorithm 1
Bug Algorithm 1 pseudocode
0 : i=1; qL0 = qstart ;
1 : while True do
2 : repeat
3 : from qLi−1, move toward qgoal
4 : until qgoal is reached or an obstacle is hit in q
H
i
5 : if qgoal is reached then
6 : Exit
7 : end if
8 : repeat
9 : follow the obstacle’s boader
10: until qgoal is reached or q
H
i is reached
11: determine qLi on the perimeter with minimal distance from qgoal .
12: go to qLi .
13: if the m-line passing from qLi crosses the obstacle where q
H
i is placed then
14: report no solution (qgoal not reachable) 15: Exit
16: end if
17: i=i+1
18: end while
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Navigation: Bug Algorithm 2
As for Bug 1, the robot switches between two behaviors
Motion to Goal
Boundary Following
For the Bug 2, the m-line is fixed, usually is the segment connecting
qstart to qgoal
Further modifications have been implemented in the so called
tangent bug algorithm:
Kamon I., Rivlin E., Rimon, E., A new range-sensor based globally
convergent navigation algorithm for mobile robots, IEEE International
Conference on Robotics and Automation, 1996
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Navigation: Bug Algorithm 2
Standard Case
Initialization qL0 = qstart
At the beginning the robot is located in
a leave-point
qLi = leave-point i-th
qHi = hit-point i-th
Case with no solution
If during the boundary following the robot
meets again the point on the m-line from
which it started then there is no path that
allows to reach the goal. In this case the
algorithm reports no solution.
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Navigation: Bug Algorithm 2
Bug Algorithm 2 pseudocode
0 : i=1; qL0 = qstart ;
1 : while True do
2 : repeat
3 : from qLi−1, move toward qgoal on the m-line
4 : until qgoal is reached or an obstacle is hit in q
H
i
5 : turn left or right
8 : repeat
9 : follow the obstacle’s border
10: until qgoal is reached or q
H
i is reached or
11: the m-line is reached again in a new point so that
12: -1- m 6= qHi % the robot didn’t reach hit-point
14: -2- d(m, qgoal ) < d(q
H
i , qgoal )
15: -3- if the robot moves towards qgoal do not hit an ostacle
16: set qLi+1 = m 17: i=i+1
18: end while
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Navigation: Bug 1 or Bug 2 ?
At first sight it seems that Bug2 is better than Bug1 (does not
involve a complete circumnavigation of obstacles)
This is not always true, depends on the type of obstacles
Bug2 better than Bug1 Bug1 better than Bug2
Bug 1
Exhaustive leave-point search
Better on complex obstacles
Bug 2
Opportunistic leave-point search
Better on simple obstacles
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Navigation: Potential Fields
Using the bug algorithms only planar robots can be considered
The algorithm based on potential fields allows to plan the motion also for
systems with an high number of degrees of freedom allowing to change
the path runtime when an obstacle is detected
Potential function
U : Rm → R
Gradient of U
∇U(q) =[
∂U
∂q1
(q) . . .
∂U
∂qn
(q)
]T
q = [q1, q2]
U(q) =
1
2
qTq
∇U(q) = [q1, q2]
U(q) energy function in the configuration space
∇U(·) virtual force induced by the presence of the potential
∇U(q) points to the direction of max increment of U
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Navigation: Potential Fields
Gradient Descent
The potential functions are like virtual environments in which the
robot is located
It moves from a point at the top to a lower point
It follows a downward path (minus the gradient of the potential)
U(q)
q
qstart
Local 
Minima
Global
Minima
qstart
qgoal
The robot moves inside a field given by the sum of all those present in
the environment
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Navigation: Potential Fields
How do we create the potential function to drive the robot from qstart to
qgoal avoiding obstacles?
Attractive potential
Uatt(q) It has the minimum in qgoal
Its job is to attract the robot to the goal
Repulsive potential
Urep =
∑Nobst
i=1 Urepi (q)
Sum of the repulsive potentials for each
obstacle
It takes the robot away from obstacles
Control law
q˙(t) = −∇U(q), where: U(q) = Uatt(q) + Urep(q)
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Navigation: Potential Fields
Attractive potential
Monotonically increasing with ∆(q, qgoal)
Robot attracted to ∆(q, qgoal)
qgoal minimum isolated: no critical points
Possible choice
Uatt =
1
2
Ka∆(q, qgoal)
2 ∇Uatt = 1
2
Ka∇∆(q, qgoal)2 =
Ka(q − qgoal)
When the robot is far, it moves forward fast
When the robot is close, it moves forward slowly
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Navigation: Potential Fields
Repulsive potential
Sum of repulsive potentials associated with each obstacle
The repulsive force must increase when the robot gets closer
The repulsive force only acts after a certain threshold
Possible choice
Urepi (q) =
 12Kri
(
1
di (q)
− 1
q∗
)2
di (q) ≤ q∗
0 di (q) > q
∗
∇Urepi (q) =
 Kri
(
1
q∗
− 1
di (q)
)
∇di (q) di (q) ≤ q∗
0 di (q) > q
∗
If di (q) = 0, then ∇Urep(q)→∞
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Navigation: Potential Fields and Local Minima
Local Minima
The algorithm based on the gradient descent can get stuck in a local
minimum, where attractive and repulsive potential are balanced.
qstart qgoal
It is not a complete stand-alone
planning method
Except in special cases, local
minima are always present
Generally convex obstacles can
avoid local minima
Possible solutions
Best first algorithm
Randomized best first algorithm
Advanced navigation features
Noise addition
Escape window
algorithm
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Precise reconstruction
Odometry
Definition
The odometry is a technique for estimating the pose of a wheeled vehicle
based on information from sensors which measure the space covered by
the wheels and the angle of steering (if present).
Any feedback control system requires the knowledge of the robot
state (absolute position)
Incremental encoders on the wheels measure their rotation, but not
the robot configuration in a absolute and fixed reference frame
A procedure for runtime estimation of the robot actual position is needed.
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Odometry
Example unicycle: assumptions
Unicycle controlled with v and ω

x˙ = v cos θ
y˙ = v sin θ
θ˙ = ω
Constant inputs during each sampling interval (Generally verified if a
digital controller is used)
At time instant tk , q(tk) = qk is known
Inputs vk = v(tk), ωk = ω(tk) applied in t ∈ [ tk , tk+1)
Sampling period Ts = tk+1 − tk
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Odometry
Eulero method  xk+1 = xk + vkTs cos θkyk+1 = yk + vkTs sin θk
θk+1 = θk + ωkTs
Error in the computation of xk+1, yk+1: θk is considered as it was
constant in t ∈ [ tk , tk+1)
The method is correct for straight paths
The error decreases if Ts gets smaller
θk+1 = θk + ωkTs is exact
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Odometry
II Order Runge-Kutta method
xk+1 = xk + vkTs cos
(
θk +
ωkTs
2
)
yk+1 = yk + vkTs sin
(
θk +
ωkTs
2
)
θk+1 = θk + ωkTs
Error decreased in the computation of xk+1, yk+1 using the mean
value of θk .
The error decreases if Ts gets smaller
θk+1 = θk + ωkTs is exact
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Odometry
Precise reconstruction
xk+1 = xk +
vk
ωk
(sin θk+1 − sin θk)
yk+1 = yk − vk
ωk
(cos θk+1 − cos θk)
θk+1 = θk + ωkTs
R =
vk
ωk
instantaneous radius of curvature t = tk
Solution based on geometrical considerations
For the rectilinear case ωk = 0→ R =∞, the equations degenerate
matching the Euler and Runge-Kutta algorithms
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Odometry
Eulero
qk
qk+1
Δ
s
Δθ
R
Runge-Kutta
qk+1
qk
Δ
s
R
Δθ
Precise
qk+1
qk
R
Δθ
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Odometry
Until now we based on the control inputs vk , ωk sent to the
actuators. These can be different from those actually applied
(non-ideality in the actuation system)
It may be convenient to reconstruct vk , ωk from the proprioceptive
sensors readings
Let ∆φr , ∆φl be the rotations measured by the incremental
encoders Ts
Let ∆s, ∆θ be the length of the elementary path and the total
change of orientation along this path
∆s =
r
2
(∆φr + ∆φl)
∆θ =
r
d
(∆φr −∆φl)
Since vkTs = ∆s and ωkTs = ∆θ, it is possible to reconstruct the
actual values
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Problems related to the odometry
Based only on proprioceptive sensors, unreliable estimation over long
distances
Error that accumulates (drift) irrespective of the integration method
chosen
Sources of error:
wheels slip, bad kinematic param. calibration (e.g. d , r)
numerical error of the method chosen
practial robot realization (differential drive better than synchronized)
Solution
Support the odometry with different active localization methods:
exteroceptive sensors (laser) and Map
SLAM
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